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Abstract 
 

Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are kinds of networks where there does not exist any complete end-to-end route from source to desti-

nation. Such networks can also be referred to as Intermittently Connected Mobile Networks (ICMNs), which are featured by asymmetric 

data rates, large delay, limited resources and high error rates. In this network, size of buffer and Time-to-Live (TTL) for fixed number of 

nodes and message generation rates contribute to the network performance because of limited resources and short life span of a packet in 

the net-work. Therefore, investigating efficient routing for altering TTL and size of buffer is very important for overall network perfor-

mance. This paper presents a performance analysis based on simulation of the impact of buffer size and TTL for several DTN routing 

protocols in ICMNs scenario. ONE, i.e., Opportunistic Network Environment is used to simulate the routing protocols considering three 

performance metrics: delivery ratio, mean latency and overhead ratio. Investigated results mention that Spray-and-Focus (SNF) routing 

exhibits the best performance for altering TTL and size of buffer than other DTN routing protocols, i.e., Epidemic, PRoPHET, 

PRoPHETv2, MaxProp, RAPID, and Binary-SNW in the considered performance metrics and simulation scenario. 
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1. Introduction 

Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are kinds of mobile ad-hoc 

networks, where there is no persistent route from source to desti-

nation. It is an intermittent and sparsely connected mobile ad-hoc 

network due to fixed transmission range and mobility model. 

Hence, the network exists in an abrupt change of delay and mes-

sage errors [1−2]. In such challenging network, popular ad-hoc 

routing protocols like ad-hoc on-demand distance vector [3] and 

dynamic source routing [4] cannot be implied for selecting a route 

to send data properly, as they require an uninterrupted way of 

communication between two nodes. DTNs are named as Intermit-

tently Connected Mobile Networks (ICMNs) [5] where there ex-

ists an intermittent gateway and physically burst connections [6]. 

It takes benefits using “store and carry” technique to easily reach 

the messages between two nodes in the network [7−9] as illustrat-

ed in Figure 1. 

DTNs are mainly seen in the areas of interplanetary networks [10], 

underwater networks [11], wildlife tracking sensor networks [8], 

satellite communication [12], vehicular ad-hoc networks [13], and 

military networks, etc. 

In this paper, the several replication-based DTN routing protocols 

have been analyzed as applied to intermittently connected mobile 

networks, with focus on Epidemic [14], PRoPHET [15], 

PRoPHETv2 [16], MaxProp [7], RAPID [17], Binary-Spray-and-

Wait (B-SNW) [18] and Spray-and-Focus (SNF) [19] for varying 

buffer size and TTL, respectively [20−21]. 

 
Fig. 1: Store and Forward Strategy. 

 

Although the simulation of these DTN routing protocols is not 

novel, obtained result in the context is new (added SNF routing) 

and provides an efficient comparision seen in the simulation. For 

example, SNF, with specific metrics in a given network scenario 

could be the best due to the mechanism of the protocol. Studying 

the results of simulation helps to understand the working 

comparision of routings to determine what can be achieved in the 

networks. 

The remaining part of the paper is maintained as following: The 

brief discussion of DTN routings are shown in Section II. The 

simulation setting and discussion of the simulator is included in 

Section III. Section IV discusses the obtained results. Overall 
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sumurization with future plans about this research endeavor are 

discussed in Section V. 

2. Routing protocols under investigation 

The considered replication-based DTN routing protocols, namely 

Epidemic, PRoPHET, PRoPHETv2, MaxProp, Rapid, Binary-

SNW, and SNF have been discussed in this section. 

2.1. Epidemic 

Epidemic routing [22] is a type of flooding in which a node repli-

cates a message to other when encountered that do not have a 

message copy in common.  

2.2. Probabilistic routing protocol using history of en-

counters and transitivity (PRoPHET) 

PRoPHET routing works like Epidemic but here only distinction 

is that when two nodes are met, messages are sent to a node that 

has the higher delivery probability. It includes a transitivity tech-

nique (controlled by scaling constant, β) for having a case of rare-

ly meeting two nodes, but there is another node that frequently 

meets both of these nodes. 

2.3. Probabilistic routing protocol using history of en-

counters and transitivity version 2 (PRoPHETv2) 

PRoPHET works well if the value of β is zero since it effectively 

disables the transitivity properties. However, if β> 0, the delivery 

predictability increases rapidly regardless of encountering any 

node. This problem can be solved by using PRoPHETv2, another 

version of PRoPHET, was proposed by Grasic, Davies and Doria. 

2.4. Resource allocation protocol for intentional DTN 

(RAPID) 

This routing optimizes a single routing metric, i.e., average delay, 

missed deadlines, or maximum delay to model DTN routing as a 

utility-driven resource allocation problem. This optimization is 

achieved by assigning a value to each packet considering the met-

ric. This utility value is the value for which the packet picks good 

routing. This routing uses those packet first having highest value 

of utility. 

2.5. Maxprop 

MaxProp routing defines a ranked list to determine which packets 

should be transmitted first and dropped first. This routing selects 

the desired shortest path depending on low hop count from source 

to destination as cost estimate. 

2.6. Spray-and-wait 

Spray-and-Wait (SNW) routing protocol limits the message copies 

to have good delivery. It has two phases: spray and wait. In spray 

phase from source, L copies are forwarded to first L distinct re-

lays. If these relays are not the destination, then these are in wait 

phase and attempt to send messages directly to the destination. It 

has two versions: vanilla and binary. In first case, a message copy 

from the source is transmitted to first L distinct nodes it finds after 

the message is generated. But in binary case, the source node 

transfers L/2 copies to the first L/2 nodes it encounters. These 

nodes then send half of the copies and continues this process until 

have only a single copy, which is directly sent to the destination.  

2.6. Spray-and-focus 

Unlike B-SNW routing, where in wait phase when a node has only 

a single copy which cannot be forwarded to any node except for 

waiting to direct transmission to destination but in focus phase of 

SNF, this single copy can be sent to a more appropriate relay us-

ing single-copy utility-based routing scheme as follows: a node A 

keep a utility value for other node B in the simulation area and 

sends message if the utility of A is greater than the utility of B 

encountered to the destination plus the threshold value, which is 

an essential parameter [23−24]. 

3. Simulation tools and set up 

Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator with pro-

gram version of 1.5.1 is used in this paper. This section discusses 

ONE simulator with Graphical User Interface (GUI), and the envi-

ronment modeling parameters. 

3.1. The one simulator 

ONE is basically designed for taking the analysis of routing tech-

niques in ad hoc networks. Using ONE, user can get the under-

standing of mobility, contacts of node, routing, and handling of 

message which ensures a highly visualized reporting. The URL 

link and detail of the software is found in [25−26]. Source codes 

of ONE simulator are written using java programming language. 

Figure 2 shows the simulation area of the Helsinki city. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Opportunistic Networks Scenario of Helsinki City Area. 

3.2. Simulation environment setup 

Table I shows the simulation configuration for varying message 

TTL with constant buffer size of 5MB, and varying buffer size 

with fixed TTL of 300 minutes, respectively. Table II summarizes 

the simulation configuration for routing algorithms. 

 
Table 1: Simulation Environment Parameters 

Parameters Value 

Simulation Time 24 hours 
Update Interval 1 second 

Number of Nodes 126 
Interface Bluetooth Interface 

Interface Type Simple Broadcast Interface 

Transmit Speed 250 kbps 
Transmit Range 10 m 

Routing Protocols 
Epidemic, PRoPHET, PRoPHETv2, MaxProp, 

RAPID, B-SNW, SNF 
Buffer Size 5MB, 10MB, 15MB, 20MB, 25 MB 

Message Genera-

tion Rate 
2, i.e., one message in 25-35 seconds 

Message TTL 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 ( minutes) 

Movement model Shortest Path Map Based 

Message Size 500 KB – 1 MB 
Simulation Area 

Size 
4500 m × 3400 m 
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Table2: Parameters for Routing Algorithms 

Routing Algorithm Parameters Value 

Epidemic N/A N/A 
Prophet Seconds In Time Unit 30s 

Prophetv2 Seconds In Time Unit 30s 

Maxprop Max. Size Of Probability 50 
Rapid Utility Algorithm Average_Delay 

B-Snw No. Of Copies (L) 6 

Snf No. Of Copies (L) 6 

4. Simulation result and discussion 

This section discuses obtained results by running the simulations 

on the following performance metrics, i.e., delivery, latency, and 

overhead. 

4.1. Performance analysis on delivery probability 

Delivery probability is the sum of messages delivered to the desti-

nation over the sum of messages created at the source. With in-

creasing buffer size, new message copies can be stored within a 

node. Hence, nodes can forward the copies through the next avail-

able nodes to the destination easily and so delivery probability 

increases. Due to the internal mechanism of SNF routing, it 

achieves higher delivery of message and that’s why shows the 

better performance than other DTN routings with increasing buffer 

size as shown in Figure 3. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 

4, delivery probability increases with increase of TTL, i.e., life-

time of a packet for MaxProp, RAPID, B-SNW, and SNF but 

decreases for Epidemic, PRoPHET, and PRoPHETv2 when the 

number of nodes is greater than 100. The reason of decreasing the 

delivery probability is that they (i.e., Epidemic, PRoPHET) do not 

apply any strategy of limiting the number of copies which could 

make the network congested. In both cases (Figures 3 and 4), SNF 

routing has higher delivery probability and so exhibits the better 

performance. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Delivery Probability with Varying Buffer Size. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Delivery Probability with Varying TTL. 

4.2. Performance analysis on average latency 

Average latency is the measure of average time between messages 

generated and messages received to destination. Average latency 

increases gradually in accordance with the increase in buffer size 

for all routing protocols except MaxProp as shown in Figure 5. 

Among all routings, SNF has the lowest average latency and that’s 

why it shows the better performance than others. On the other 

hand, average latency increases with increase of TTL for all rout-

ing protocols except SNF which is constant (approximately zero). 

Hence, in both cases (Figures 5 and 6) SNF has very lowest aver-

age delay and so exhibits better performance. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Average Latency with Varying Buffer Size. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Average Latency with Varying TTL. 

4.3. Performance analysis on overhead ratio 

Overhead ratio determines the number of redundant packets to 

replicate a packet successfully. It simply reflects the spent of mes-

sage transfer in a network. With increase of buffer size, overhead 

ratio decreases for all routings except SNF which has approxi-

mately constant (zero) overhead. That’s why SNF routing shows 

the better performance. Again, with increase of TTL, lowest over-

head is provided by SNF routing. Therefore, in both cases as 

shown in Figure 7 and 8, SNF has the lowest overhead ratio and 

shows the better performance than other DTN routing protocols. 
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Fig. 7: Overhead Ratio with Varying Buffer Size. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Overhead Ratio with Varying TTL. 

5. Conclusion and future works 

In this research endeavor, the performance of seven replication-

based routings, i.e., Epidemic, PRoPHET, PRoPHETv2, Binary 

Spray-and-Wait , MaxProp, RAPID, and Spray-and-Focus (SNF) 

in an Intermittently Connected Mobile Networks (ICMNs) scenar-

io has been investigated using ONE simulator. Investigation is 

done on following performance metrics, namely, delivery ratio, 

average delay and overhead ratio for changing buffer and Time-to-

Live (TTL), respectively. Simulation results demonstrated that 

SNF routing protocol exhibits the better performance with in-

crease of buffer size and TTL in an ICMNs scenario because it has 

higher message delivery, lower delay and lower overhead than all 

the routing protocols considered here. 

Further investigation can be done in future to investigate the above 

mentioned routing protocols in terms of energy consumptions and 

congestion control in the network. 
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